the filtering method, however, additional fine grid subproblems are processed concurrently with coarse grid computations to further accelerate convergence. These additional problems are obtained by splitting the residual into a smooth and an osdUatory component. The smooth component is then used to form a coarse grid problem (similar to standard multigrid) while the oscillatory component is used for a fine grid
subproblem.
The primary advantage in the filtering approach is that fewer iterations are required and that most of the additional work per iteration can be performed in parallel with the standard coarse grid computations.
In this paper, we generalize the filtering algorithm to a version suitable for nonlinear problems. We emphasize that this generalization is conceptually straight-forward and relatively easy to implement. In particular, no explicit linearization (e.g. formation of Jacobi_ns) needs to be performed (similar to the
FAS multigrid approach).
We illustrate the nonlinear version by applying it to the Euler equations, and presenting numerical results. Finally, a performance evaluation is made based on execution time models and convergence information obtained from numerical experiments. Assume that a given elliptic partial differentia] equation isapproximated by a discrete setof equations (finite differences or finite elements):
where A1 is a matrix, b is a vector, mad u is a vector of unknowns for which we seek the solution.
One iteration of a simple multigrid ('V' cycle) method consists of the following steps:
• relaxation iterations (e.g. Jacobi or SOR methods),
• formation of a correction equation for the error in the current approximation,
• projection of correction equation onto a coarser grid,
• 'solution' of coarse grid system,
• interpolation and addition of correction to previous approximation.
A key feature of this procedure is that the solution to the coarse grid equations can be approximated using the multigrid idea recursively. Thus, the general algorithm consists of processing on a hierarchy of coarser grids (each processed in turn). We summarize this multigrid algorithm with a pseudo-code fragment in Fig. 1 
where e(k) denotes the error after k iterations.
In the next section, we will contrast this two-grid operator with that of the two-level filtering method.
Filtering
Algorithm. Conceptually, the filtering algorithm is similar to the standard multigrid method, the primary difference being that two correction equations are where A2 is the coarse grid operator.
To approximate the solution of the second problem, q relaxation sweeps are performed on the fine grid. The error for this second approximation is given by
where S is the iteration operator of the concurrent relaxation method and we have assumed that the initial guess is zero. Thus, the two level algorithm generates one coarse grid correction (as in standard multigrid method) and one additional fine grid problem to be processed by relaxation iterations.
Once again, a multiple grid version of the method can be defined by recursively using the filtering procedure to 'solve' the coarse grid subproblems. This multilevel version is summarized in Fig. 2 .
Finally, an iteration operator for the two-level version of this algorithm is obtained by combining (7) and (8):
where we have included the possibility of performing one prerelaxation sweep with iteration operator G. That is,
Notice that when the operator Z is the identity matrix, Convergence rates of filtering algorithm corresponding to a 32 x 32 grid. Using this analysis, it is possible to determine convergence rates for the filtering method. 
Intuitively
The algorithm depicted uses full-weighted restriction, given by the stencil (13) 1 2 1) 2 4 2 1 2 1 bilinear interpolation, one Jacobi prerelaxation sweep, q concurrent relaxation iterations of damped-Jacobi with damping parameter equal to 4/5, and the exact solution of the coarse grid equations. Finally, discretization is obtained via centraldifferences on both the finegrid (32 x 32) and the coarse grid (16 x 16). We note that by comparison, the correspondingstandard multigridmethod using one damped Jacobi relaxationsweep (with optimal damping parameter) has a spectralradiusof .570.Thus even with only one concurrent relaxationsweep, the convergence rateis accelerated.
FAS-Multigrid
Method.
To apply the multigridmethod to a nonlinearproblem, the simple scheme describedin Section 2 must be modified to implement the FAS algorithm. For the most part, these modificationsensure that the correctionequations correspond to physically meaningful subproblems. To describethe algorithm,we consider the nonlinearsystems
arising from discretization of a partial differential equation on grid Gk (where k = 0 corresponds to the finest grid). We write one iteration of the relaxation scheme Gk as
Once again, let Rk denote projection from grid k to grid k + 1. Similarly, let Pk denote interpolation from grid k to grid k -1. Then the coarse grid subproblem is defined as follows. The initial guess on the coarse grid is given by
On the finest grid f0 corresponds to the discretization of the continuous righthand side.
The righthand sides on the coarser meshes axe recursively defined by
Finally, after the solution on the coaxse grid is improved (either by relaxation or recursively applying the multigrid procedure) the solution on the fine grid is corrected by
Below we summarize a two-gridversionof the algorithm using one relaxationsweep on each grid level:
For more than two grids, the algorithm is recursively defined by replacing
Ul '--Relaz(ul, .fi)
with Ul = result of FAS algorithm starting on Ga.
Notice that when this method is applied to a linear problem, it is mathematically identical to the method described in Section 2. See [2] for more on the FAS procedure.
FAS-Filtering
Algorithm. Similar to the FAS algorithm, the filtering algorithm must be modified so that the all subproblems are physically meaningful.
To describe the method, we consider the discrete nonlinear systems defined by (14): and the initial guess to this system is taken to be uk. Similar to the filtering algorithm described in Section 3, a relaxation scheme is used to improve the approximation to (24).
Finally, after the approximations to the coarse grid and fine grid subproblems have been improved, the solution of the original problem is corrected by
Below we summarize the two-grid version of the algorithm using one prerelaxation sweep, one concurrent relaxation sweep on the fine grid, and 1 relaxation sweep on the coarse grid:
In the above pseudo-code fragment, independent parts of the two subproblems appear in separate columns. One can easily verify that when the operators Ai are linear, the FAS-Filtering method is mathematically identical to that described in Section 3.
It is important to realize the relative simplicity of modifying an FAS method to implement the FAS-Filtering algorithm.
One advantage is that no linearization is needed.
Only the splitting operator and the concurrent relaxation operator must now be developed. where
Here p is pressure, and H is enthalpy. These are defined by
where "), is the ratio of specific heats. The integral relation given by (27) expresses conservation of mass, momentum, and energy which is to hold for any region in the flow domain.
To produce a numerical method based on (27), the flow domain is divided into quadrilaterals.
On each quadrilateral of the domain, the double integral in (27) is approximated by the centroid rule and the line integral is approximated by the midpoint rule. For numerical stability, a dissipation term which is a blend of second and fourth-order differences is added.
A simple iterative method (such as the Jacobi algorithm) for the steady-state problem can be viewed as a time-marching method for the time-dependent equations (27). After spatial discretization, the equations form a system of ordinary differential equations 
where At, the time step, and akj are chosen so that the procedure converges rapidly.
Finally, we note that a number of acceleration techniques are used to improve this Runge- The operators used in our experiments are those that are typically used within the FLO52 code. Specifically, the Runge-Kutta relaxation scheme described in the previous section is used for prerelaxation and concurrent relaxation. Bilinear interpolation, and full-weighted restriction are used to transfer values between grids. The coarse grid contains one fourth as many points as the fine mesh. Coarse grid operators are defined using the same discretization scheme as on the fine grid. Finally, as discussed in Section 3, the operator Z which splits the residual in the filtering algorithm is given by
This corresponds to projecting the residual onto the coarse grid and then interpolating it to the fine grid. In this way, we ensure that the concurrent iterations do not increase the overall time per iteration of the algorithm.
In Table 3 , we give the number of concurrent iterations that can be performed for each subproblem in Fig. 3 as a function of the number of prerelaxation used, #. Number of concurrent iterations performed for each subproblem in Fig. 3 as a function of the number of Runge.Kutta prerelaxation sweeps, _.
1.
2.
3. 10-s,10-6, and 10-9 respectively. In Table 4 , we presentour results forthisproblem using different numbers of prerelaxation sweeps (/_) within the multigridscheme.3 As the table illustrates, the number of iterations requiredfor the faltering algorithm is significantly lessthan the number of iterations for the standard method. It should also be noted that the relativesavings in using the filtering approach over the standard approach is reduced when more prerelaxation isused. This isto be expected as the primary function of the new subproblems isto reduce high frequency errorsin parallel with the coarse grid correction. However, when many prerelaxationsweeps areperformed (beforeforming the new subproblem), the high frequency error issignificantly reduce before the coarse grid 4 An alternative filter which distributes more of the middle frequency errors on the fine grid subproblem may yield better performance.
